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Today, you may not know a family walking 

through a medical crisis, but I promise you will 

someday come across one. Find ways to be 

an encouragement so they know they are not 

abandoned.

IIf you know someone that is sick, even if it is 

just a cold, give them a call or text and let them 

know you are thinking about them!  I promise 

you will brighten someone’s day.

We love going into 

children’s hospitals and 

spreading joy, even if it 

is for a brief time.  Many 

children’s hospitals 

arrange for therapy 

dogs, athletes, choirs, 

eveven clowns.  These few 

minutes of company, 

conversation and 

distraction are such an 

encouragement for 

families.  Especially for the parents.  

WWhen my daughter has been inpatient, I 

longed for adult conversation.  And that adult 

conversation must come from someone that 

doesn’t want to talk medical stuff.  The doctors 

and nurses will provide plenty of the medical 

chatter. 

-Lori

The Do More Foundation helps families with expenses related to the illness or death of their child.



Jeanette Pham is married to her best friend and is mother to three children. She works as a Nurse Practitioner with 
patients facing life threatening illnesses. She writes and speaks on living your best life. 

- Jeanette -



Meet  Baby  Zentaveious
On March 1, Zentaveious entered the world at just 27 weeks gestation.  

    Zentaveious has been in the NICU at a children’s hospital in California 
since then.  He has had severe problems with his lungs because of his 
prematurity.  He has been on and off a ventilator.  Mom had been on 
bed rest since January due to complications with her pregnancy.  She is 
currently taking care of her other kids while going back and forth to the 
hospital to spend time with her son.  Zentaveious will have to remain in 
the NICU for a couple more months.  

    The Do More Foundation was able to give this family a small financial 
grant to help with some of the out-of-pocket expenses they are facing as a 
result of this medical crisis.  Please keep this sweet baby in your thoughts 
and prayers as he continues to grow and meet milestones so he can be 
discharged.

The girls’ choir from Highlands Christian Academy was able to join forces with The Do More Foundation and visit the patients at 
Chris Evert Children’s Hospital in Fort Lauderdale.  They sang a medley of songs from famous Disney movies.  The girls visited 
the Outpatient Hematology/Oncology unit, the General Medicine Unit, Pediatric ICU and the Inpatient Hematology/Oncology 
Unit.  With each stop, they were greeted with smiles from kids undergoing treatment.  One little boy was listening to the choir 
perform when someone from transportation showed up to take him to surgery.  He asked if it would be possible to wait a few 

minutes.  Thminutes.  They loaded him up and wheeled him into the hall for a private concert before being wheeled to surgery.  

Chick-fil-A in Pompano Beach provided sandwiches that were passed 
out to patients and families.  One family that had relocated here from 

California had never had a Chick-fil-A sandwich.  The 14-year-old 
brother of a cancer patient knew we were coming and was all 

smiles when we showed up at his sister’s room with sandwiches.  
He had been a great supporter of his sister, relocating 

with his mother to help her undergo months of 
inpatient treatment.  We figured he deserved two 

sandwiches after being such a great support to his sister!  

During hospital trips like this, kids are given backpacks and toys.  Mom and dad don’t get left out.  
We give them gift cards to restaurants that are in the hospital, such as McDonalds, Subway and Starbucks.  
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Did you know that if everyone who followed us on Facebook and read 

our Newsletter were to commit to the DO MORE Challenge, it would 

meet our budget to help families? 

Take the DO MORE Challenge today and commit to giving $5 or more 

each month to help us provide for more families who are in need. 

The best part? It’s automatic! Let us do the work for you so that you can 

give while not taking away from your own life. 

Go to Go to www.thedomorefoundation.org/ways-to-give for more info!


